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Decatur, IL - Campaign Speech
In some of the large towns I have recently seen enormous and costly billboards hired by the Republican National Committee, on which are mounted large posters showing the pictures of the Republican nominees and on the right are the words "Let us have done with Wiggle and Wabble".

I want to express to the Republican National Committee my deep appreciation for these posters. No advertisement published by the Democratic National Committee could so exactly have expressed the main issue of the campaign. The Republican nominee has inseparably attached the policy of "Wiggle and wabble" to himself, but it remained for his own National Committee to blazen the fact in posters to the entire Country.

Senator Harding's advisers are apparently thoroughly alarmed. His return to Marion yesterday is followed by two new "wiggles" and one "wabble". First, we have a new explanation of how he is against going into the League of Nations, but is still in favor of some kind of a ouija board league. Secondly, he is attempting to apologize to the American Legion for his statement that he would bring our troops back from the Rhine by making a separate peace with Germany; and, finally, he seeks to explain his determined opposition in the Senate to the confirmation of Justice Brandeis as a member of the Supreme Court.
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